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HowLuggage—Yes, Luggage—
Became the Latest It-Accessory

BUYING LUGGAGE used to be
about as sexy as acquiring a
refrigerator. You schlepped to
Sears or, if you were feeling
fancy, a Tumi boutique, and
chose whichever carry-on
could hold the most stuff
without socks and underwear
erupting through the zipper.
Today, bagging a new roller-
bag from the growing array
of status-signifying models
can feel more like scoring a
pair of the latest buzzy Nikes.
“Function kind of has become
cool, so all of a sudden lug-
gage has become one of the
fastest-growing accessory cat-
egories,” explained Beth Gold-
stein, the fashion footwear
and accessories industry ana-
lyst at market-research firm
NPD Group.

Snazzy-suitcase culture—
as chronicled in the endless
paparazzi photos of celebri-
ties and influencers snapped
at airports and disseminated
on blogs and social media—
takes two forms. At one end
are the affordable yet design-
y direct-to-consumer purvey-
ors that are epitomized by
New York-based luggage label
Away, launched in 2016. On
its slick webshop, Away ped-

and Everlane sweaters. Their
bright websites make buying
a bag as mindless and rapid
as ordering pad thai off
Seamless. And their Insta-
gram accounts blend images
of the bags with photos of au
courant locales like Tulum,
Santorini and Brooklyn.
They’re selling a lifestyle
where travel is as easy as
it is glamorous.

At the other extravagant
end of the status market is
Rimowa, the 122-year-old
German luggage brand that
has been turbocharged for the
internet age by its millennial
CEO Alexandre Arnault, in-
stalled in 2017 by the LVMH
Group. LeBron James appears
in Rimowa’s campaigns;
Rihanna and Donald Glover
conspicuously travel with the
brand’s steel cases in tow;
and limited models sell
swiftly despite their four-fig-
ure price tags. These rare col-
laborations—with ultra-popu-
lar brands including Supreme
and Off-White—are then
flipped for even more astro-
nomical figures on StockX, an
online sneaker and streetwear
resale marketplace.

While Rimowa’s in-your-

face designer collaboration
pieces are getting the most
buzz in the luxury segment,
the concept of upscale lug-
gage is nothing new. Moneyed
turn-of-the-20th-century trav-
elers carted posh Goyard and
Louis Vuitton trunks on ex-
tended trips abroad. These
storied brands continue to
make impressive luggage, in-
cluding compartment-rich
roller bags—like Vuitton’s
bright yellow mobile duffel
(right)—that compete with
those from trendier brands.
But when it comes to court-
ing today’s frequent fliers,
those rivals have social-media
buzz or relative novelty in
their favor. NPD Group’s Ms.
Goldstein explained that lux-
ury status today is about hav-
ing the “latest and greatest”
in creative carry-ons.

The loudness of Rimowa’s
collaborative bags is actually
helping them find fans. “For
me, luxury luggage is part of
the outfit, it’s like a handbag,”
said Gary Wong, 33, an archi-
tectural lighting designer in
New York City who fits the
mold of a hype-conscious fre-
quent flier. He travels two to
three times a month, works in

a creative industry and col-
lects streetwear—right down
to his rare roller bags. Like
the cereal-box-colored Nikes
he sports on his feet, the lug-
gage he pulls, including a
transparent Off-White roller
and a Supreme shell with a
spiderweb motif (both
Rimowa collaborations),
draws welcome stares in the
security line.

Part of the appeal of
Rimowa’s collaborative bags
is that, much like rare sneak-
ers, they are offered in lim-
ited runs. Like pulling into
your office parking lot in a
brand-new Tesla, scooting up
to your gate with a Dior
Rimowa roller in hand sends
the message: “I have it, and
you don’t.”

So scarce are these bags
that some globe-trotters
wonder if they should travel
with them at all. Mr. Wong
keeps an eye on his Rimowa
roller at all times, lest some-
one try to steal it. He also
would never let a potentially
careless baggage handler
touch his precious cargo. If
he has to check a bag, he
makes sure it’s his old, bat-
tered Tumi instead.

High Rollers
Up-up-upgrade your
luggage with these

Suitcase, $1,050,
rimowa.com

Suitcase, $2,810,
louisvuitton.com
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Suitcase, $325,
awaytravel.com

FPM Milano Suitcase,
$1,495, Richards, 203-

622-0551

Suitcase, $420,
floyd.one

dles $245 carry-on bags in
“limited edition” shades like
“Moonstone” (gray). Once
they’re sold out, they’re
gone for good.

Millennial travelers on a
budget and thrifty celebrities
alike have cottoned to Away
and other suitcase startups
like Antler and Arlo Skye.
These brands market them-
selves as the direct-to-con-
sumer “disrupters” of the
lackluster, mainstream lug-

gage segment, their bags
packed with features aimed
at picky and design-conscious
types. (See: Arlo Skye’s “anti-
microbial lining” and “blaz-
ing-fast charger” and Antler’s
laptop pocket.) Such brands
have mastered the low-key
sleekness that is also present
in other so-called disrupter
products like Allbirds shoes

Bagging one of these
status-signifying
bags can feel like
scoring a pair of the
latest rareNikes.

Fashion blogger Lisa Hahnbueck pushing an
Off-White Rimowa trolley bag.

Los Angeles Chargers quarterback Tyrod Taylor
takes a stroll with a Supreme Rimowa roller.

Los Angeles Lakers forward LeBron James
snapped with an Off-White Rimowa roller bag.
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